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About
In this workshop, we reviewed and discussed opportunities, technical challenges and problems with
cross-device interactions in real world interactive multi-surface and multi-device ecologies. We aim to
bring together researchers and practitioners currently working on novel techniques for cross-surface interactions, focusing both on technical as well as interaction challenges for introducing these technologies into the wild, and highlighting opportunities for further research. The workshop will help to facilitate knowledge exchange on the inherent challenges of building robust and intuitive cross-surface interactions, identify application domains and enabling technologies for cross-surface interactions in the
wild, and establish a research community to develop effective strategies for successful design of crossdevice interactions. Please find more details about the workshop, in the submitted proposal [1]. The
workshop was held in conjunction with the 2015 ACM International Conference on Interactive Tabletops
and Surfaces, that took place from November 15 to 18 in Funchal in Madeira, Portugal.
[1] Steven Houben, Jo Vermeulen, Clemens Klokmose, Nicolai Marquardt, Johannes Schöning, and Harald Reiterer. 2015. Cross-Surface: Workshop on Interacting with Multi-Device Ecologies in the Wild. In
Proceedings of the 2015 International Conference on Interactive Tabletops & Surfaces (ITS '15). ACM,
New York, NY, USA, 485-489. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2817721.2835067

Editors
Dr. Steven Houben – University College London
Dr. Jo Vermeulen – University of Calgary
Dr. Nicolai Marquardt – University College London
Prof. Johannes Schöning – Hasselt University – tUL –iMinds
Prof. Clemens Klokmose – Aarhus University
Prof. Harald Reiterer – University of Konstanz
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Introduction to workshop by the organizers
Keynote by Professor Yvonne Rogers
Paper Presentations
Coffee break
Brainstorm based on prepared insights and patterns
Session 1: Use cases in the real world
Reflections on session 1
Session 2: From lab technologies to real-world solutions
Coffee Break
Reflections on session 2
Session 3: Beyond interaction techniques and social Issues
Reflections on session 3
Closing
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Keynote
Title: “Research in the Wild”
There have been several turns in Interaction Design. Most notable has been
‘a turn to the social’, ‘a turn to design’ and a ‘turn to experience’. Each has
called for a new way of framing research and conceptualizing its discourse.
During the last 10 years, there has been a move towards doing more ‘in the
wild’; be it deploying and evaluating new technologies in situ or observing
whatever is happening out there. As part of this ‘turn to the wild’ I will discuss the challenges of doing research in the wild – illustrating the new discoveries that can be achieved
together with the tensions and problems that can arise when giving up control.
Biography:
Yvonne Rogers is a Professor of Interaction Design, the director of UCL Interaction Centre (UCLIC) and a
deputy head of the Computer Science department at UCL. Her research interests are in the areas of ubiquitous computing, interaction design and human-computer interaction. A central theme is how to design
interactive technologies that can enhance life by augmenting and extending every day, learning and
work activities. This involves informing, building and evaluating novel user experiences through creating
and assembling a diversity of pervasive technologies. Central to her work is a critical stance towards how
visions, theories and frameworks shape the fields of HCI, cognitive science and Ubicomp. She has been
instrumental in promulgating new theories (e.g., external cognition), alternative methodologies (e.g., in
the wild studies) and far-reaching research agendas (e.g., “Being Human: HCI in 2020” manifesto). She
has also published a monograph (2012) called “HCI Theory: Classical, Modern and Contemporary.”
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XD-MVC: Support for Cross-Device
Development
Maria Husmann
Department of Computer
Science
ETH Zurich
husmann@inf.ethz.ch

Moira C. Norrie
Department of Computer
Science
ETH Zurich
norrie@inf.ethz.ch

Abstract
Cross-device applications are still rarely encountered in the
wild. In order to facilitate application development, we introduce XD-MVC, an open-source cross-device framework
based on web technologies. XD-MVC is lightweight and integrates with MVC frameworks. Most modern browsers are
supported and client devices require no installation. XDMVC provides connection management, data-synchronisation,
and support for UI distribution based on device types and
roles. Developer needs are addressed with defaults for
common tasks and powerful customisation mechanisms.
If available, peer-to-peer communication is used to achieve
fast data-synchronisation between devices, but a hybrid
architecture offers a client-server fallback to ensure that a
wide range of devices can be supported. As a first evaluation, several applications have been built on top of XDMVC, using both its JavaScript API and the provided integration with the Polymer MVC framework.

Author Keywords
cross-device; framework; web; peer-to-peer.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
Presented at the Cross-Surface ’15 workshop, in conjunction with ACM ITS’15.
November 15, Funchal, Madeira, Portugal.
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Motivation

Figure 1: Example application. A
gallery application distributed over
three smartphones.

Despite a lot of interest in academia, there are still relatively
few cross-device applications available to the public. In part,
this could be caused by the fact that developing them is
challenging due to the lack of available tools as many of the
research projects that do offer support are not accessible
to developers (e.g. Panelrama [8], Conductor[3]). Two notable exceptions are Polychrome [1] and Connichiwa [7].
Our goal is to support developers in the development process from prototyping through implementation to testing
and debugging. We have addressed the first part in MultiMasher [4], a tool for cross-device mashups which could
be used for prototyping, and XDStudio [6], a GUI builder for
cross-device applications. As a next step, we have created
XD-MVC, a framework for implementing web-based crossdevice applications. XD-MVC is an open-source project and
has been published on Github1 .

System Design

Figure 2: Example application.
The same gallery application
distributed over a smartphone and
a TV.

Unlike Connichiwa [7], XD-MVC requires no installation on
client devices and runs in most modern browsers, however
it does depend on network infrastructure. While similar in
architecture to Polychrome [1], XD-MVC is not limited to visualisation applications. Besides this versatility in terms of
application domain, we wanted to give the developers the
choice of which specific technologies and UI frameworks
to use. Working with familiar technologies could lower the
threshold to developing cross-device applications. Thus,
we paid attention to making XD-MVC lightweight. XD-MVC
can be used in combination with MVC frameworks2 and we
provide an integration with the Polymer3 . We chose Polymer for our proof-of-concept implementation because it is a
future-facing framework that supports interesting concepts

such as two-way databinding, encapsulation and specification of custom tags. XD-MVC consists of a lower level pure
JavaScript API and a higher level API based on Polymer.
As argued by Myers et al. [5], UI frameworks should aim for
a low threshold and a high ceiling. In order to achieve a low
threshold, we provide defaults for common use cases in the
Polymer API. On the other hand, to keep the ceiling high,
control options and means for customisation are offered to
the developers in the JavaScript API. A developer opting for
a different MVC framework, or none at all, can build directly
on the JavaScript API (Fig. 3). In order to achieve fast communication between devices, we have experimented with a
peer-to-peer architecture. Performance tests revealed large
performance gains when devices were co-located and the
server remote when compared to a client-server architecture. However, not all modern browsers support the necessary WebRTC4 protocol yet. We thus built XD-MVC with
a hybrid architecture where devices preferably communicate peer-to-peer, but use client-server communication as a
fallback.

Figure 3: XD-MVC framework structure

XD-MVC Concepts
The framework conceptually consists of three main parts,
namely connection management, data synchronisation and
UI distribution.

1

https://github.com/mhusm/XD-MVC
See http://todomvc.com/ for a comprehensive list of frameworks.
3
https://www.polymer-project.org
2
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http://www.webrtc.org/
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< xdmvc-connection
server = " xdmvc .
ethz . ch "
peerport = " 9000 "
socketport = " 3000 "
ajaxport = " 9001 "
reconnect
architecture = "
hybrid " >
</ xdmvc-connection >
Listing 1: Declaratively
adding connection
management using the
Polymer API. All attributes
have default values and need
not be specified.

Figure 4: Example application. A
bike trip planning application that
displays information on a selected
route across multiple devices. The
map is displayed on the largest
device.
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Connection Management
Each device is identified by a device ID either generated by
the system or set by the developer. To group two devices
together, one of them specifies the ID of the other in a connection request. If either device is already connected to a
group of other devices, the groups will be merged.
The framework allows the device ID and the connections
to be made persistent. Upon loading the web application,
the device will attempt to reconnect to all previously connected devices, thus reducing the often tedious pairing process. This behaviour may not always be desired and can
be changed or disabled, but has been invaluable during the
development process of the showcase applications.
Data Synchronisation
Conceptually, there is a single model that is shared among
all connected devices. Depending on the application scenario, it may be desirable to not only synchronise the domain model, but also the state of the view, for example, the
content of an input field. In XD-MVC, this requires that a
model of the view is defined, referred to as viewmodel in
a variation of the MVC pattern. The data synchronisation
module of XD-MVC is agnostic to the kind of data that is
shared. The developer can specify any object to be shared
among the devices—it makes no difference whether the
object represents a model or a viewmodel.
XD-MVC’s API provides both defaults and options for customisability. While, per default, the framework observes
the objects for changes, the developer can also explicitly
push updates. This can be useful when the objects are not
fully under the control of the developers. In XD-MVC, synchronisation is based on a publish-subscribe mechanism.
Each device publishes changes of its objects to devices
that subscribed. By default, the changes will be integrated
into the local version of the object, however, in the changed

event-handler, the developer can specify other actions. The
event-handler not only reports the changes to the object,
but also which devices sent the changes. In addition to
sending changes to connected devices, they can also be
sent to the server where they can be made persistent.
UI Distribution
UI distribution mostly concerns the views, which in turn are
highly dependent on the specific MVC frameworks used.
XD-MVC provides a query mechanism for devices as a basis for the distribution, so that distribution can be based on
the type of the local device as well as the devices which
are connected to it. In addition, XD-MVC supports roles.
Both [2] and XDStudio [6] introduce the notion of user roles
which relates to the tasks carried out by users. In XD-MVC,
we interpret the terms more loosely and simple consider it
additional information associated with a device. While it can
relate to users, a device can assume multiple roles simultaneously and roles can be created and changed dynamically
at run-time. When a role is added to a device, this information is propagated to all connected devices so they can
adapt accordingly. We implemented a publish-subscribe
API for role changes. In addition to this event-based mechanism, the current state of roles in the group can also be
queried at any time. The query API can be used to check
the roles of the local device (List. 2) as well as the number
of roles (or devices) of a given type to which it is connected.

< template is = " dom-if " if = " {{ roles .
isselected . owner }} " >
< gallery-element >
</ gallery-element >
</ template >
Listing 2: Specifying the UI distribution by querying roles in
a Polymer application. The Gallery elment will only be
displayed if the local device has the owner role.
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Applications
Several applications have been built based on XD-MVC.
XDMaps is a maps application that allows users to explore
a location in multiple views (e.g. street map and satellite).
It also includes an overview mode that visualises the viewports of the collaborating devices on a map. XDMaps builds
on the JavaScript API. XDGallery is an application for easily
showing pictures to friends using whatever devices are at
hand, such as smartphones but also large screens such as
smart TVs. A student used AngularJS5 on top of XD-MVC
to build a slideshow application. A group of four students
used XD-MVC to build an application for planning bike trips.
The application distributes itself over the available devices
taking into account the screen size of the devices. For example, map information will be shown on a larger screen
while a short description of a bike route will be displayed on
smaller screens. XDBike and XDGallery haven been built
using the Polymer API.

Conclusion

Figure 5: Example application. A
maps application. Device 1 and 2
synchronise the map centre while
device 3 shows their viewports.

With XD-MVC, we lay the foundation of our goal to make
cross-device application development easier. However, during the development of the applications, we noticed that
further support is needed. We are currently building a set of
tools for testing and debugging cross-device applications.
Cross-device applications are typically built to support a
large number of device configurations which is challenging
to test as not all devices may even be available to the developer and switching between configurations could be cumbersome. In parallel, we are working on a tool for analysing
usage data of deployed cross-device applications. The goal
is to gain insights into how users actually use cross-device
applications in order to optimise and improve them.

5
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Even though mobile devices are ubiquitous and users
often own several of them, using them in concert to
achieve a common goal is not well supported and
remains a challenge for HCI. In this paper, we report
on our observations of cross-device usage within
groups when they engaged in a dyadic collaborative
sensemaking task. Based on our findings, we discuss
limitations of a state-of-the-art cross-device setting and
present a set of design recommendations. We then
propose an alternative design that aims for greater
flexibility when using mobile devices to enable a free
configuration of workspaces depending on users’
current activity.
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H.5.2. User Interfaces: Evaluation/methodology

Introduction
Collaborative group tasks such as searching,
organizing, or problem solving in general are usually
facilitated by shared group spaces. In these spaces,
tables are often used because of their physical
affordances that are especially appropriate for group
work activities [10]. Therefore conferences like CHI,
CSCW, or ITS have closely investigated the impact of
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Fig. 1: Tabletop size 10.6''

Fig. 2: Tabletop size 27''

(interactive) tabletops on group work activities and
related phenomena [4,8,11]. In addition, the
applicability of activity spaces for multiple devices
usage [3] and multi-screen environments for active
reading [1] showed that cross-device settings feasibly
support knowledge work. Based on such prior work,
this paper aims at informing the design of future crossdevice systems by observing how users make use of
mobile technologies around interactive tabletops. To
achieve this, we used a refined version of our
TwisterSearch [8] system in a user study to observe
group work activities in such a cross-device setting.
TwisterSearch consists of two tablets for personal work
and one shared tabletop for group work. The personal
devices enable individual search and reading activities,
while the shared group workspace enables structuring
and sharing information shown as snippets during
around-the-table collaboration. The system allows for a
digital transfer of documents between all three devices.
Based on our results, we propose an alternative design
for future cross-device settings that allows for a flexible
configuration of multiple devices for collaborative
sensemaking activities. This conceptual solution aims to
move beyond traditional tabletop settings to support
more complex device ecologies [3,5].

User Study

Fig. 3: Tabletop size 55''
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We conducted an exploratory study in which three
different tabletop sizes (see Fig. 1-3) were used as
shared group spaces in a between-subjects design. In
total, we investigated five dyads in each condition
resulting in 15 dyads and 30 participants respectively.
Each dyad was asked to work on the VAST 2006
Stegosaurus tasks [2]. This involved searching for
relevant information in a data set of 238 documents,

images and data sheets. The aim was to find relations
between these documents and come up with a solution
to a hidden plot. Participants had 90 minutes in order
to work on the task and find relevant information.
The focus of the evaluation laid on the investigation of
the groups’ activities as well as their collaboration
behaviors. Based on video observations, our results
report participants’ experiences with the system.
Limitations are identified and feed into the development
of our alternative design that aims for a flexible
configuration of personal and shared work spaces
depending on the activity on hand.

Results
In the following, we describe the main activities as
observed in our study and discuss them in relation to
existing work. Based on our findings, we formulate five
recommendations for the design of future systems.
They are shown in the side bar on the next page.
Configuration of personal and shared spaces
As intended, participants used the tablets in order to
search and read the found documents. However,
participants only shared a document on the table when
they were sure that it was relevant. Often, they
displayed the content of a document to their partner in
order to ask for agreement to transfer it to the shared
space. Even when adding documents to the table,
participants tended to first keep the documents on their
side of the table without immediately combining the
results with their partner. It seemed that this was done
to first get an overview over the found documents in
private. Thus, we conclude that future systems should
allow for a free configuration of private and shared
work spaces (R2), which resonates with [11]‘s findings.
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Recommendations
R1: Offer three views
(search, read, collect) on all
devices in order to break the
dependency of functionality
and device.
R2: Allow for a fluid
transition of personal and
shared space to enable users
to decide when and how they
want to publish their work.
R3: Allow for easy and
seamless transfer of
documents and search results
between all incorporated
devices.
R4: Allow for handover and
sharing of devices.
R5: Allow for a flexible
configuration of the shared
space size to support a fluid
transition of activities that
need a large display size as
well as division of labor.

2015-2

Document transfer
When working together, participants often utilized the
possibility to transfer documents between devices.
Users acknowledged this functionality. It was found to
be very helpful and considered essential, and should
thus be included in future systems (R3).
Furthermore, participants often showed documents on
their tablet to their partner to share interesting
findings, treating the tablet like a paper-document.
However, participants were reluctant to give away their
personal tablet as it was introduced as their personal
device and they only had one of this kind. Thus, future
settings should provide users with multiple tablets to
support active reading [1] and to encourage them to
handover mobile devices (R4).
Device functionalities
The shared tabletop in TwisterSearch allows to visualize
documents as a snippet to cluster them. This activity
was found to act as a common ground for discussions
about possible relations between the documents.
However, participants first wanted to collect and sort
their findings on their own before sharing their results
with their partner (see R2). They did not have a
possibility to collect or keep documents and search
results on their personal device for further usage [3] as
the collection of documents was bound to be done on
the shared table. Similarly, when working on the table,
participants often lost track of the content of the
snippets and wished to view the content of the
document. Thus, they sent the document from the
table to their personal tablet to read it again. This was
found to be a quirky work-around as it was not possible
to seamlessly switch between the snippet-view and the
detail-view on the shared work space. Thus, we

conclude that functionalities should be available on all
personal and shared devices (R1). This would also
allow for a better comparison of single documents when
working on them as a group.
Configuration of the workspace
Finally, towards the end of the session, participants
made much more use of the table for clustering
documents to externalize relevant relations between
them. In addition, the shared table was used to gain an
overview of the task progress. For these activities, a
large display size was considered to be important. In
addition, participants utilized the table to divide further
tasks between them. This is similar to [6]’s activity of
“divide & conquer” and [3]’s description of fragmenting
resources across different devices. We thus propose to
allow for an easy configuration of the workspace
depending on the task at hand (R5).
In the following, we address our identified
recommendations in a concept based on a flexible
setup of interactive tablets that can be (de)coupled ad
hoc depending on the current activities. We believe that
especially in collaboration tasks where users frequently
switch between different activities, such a flexible setup
allows for a better adjustment of the system to the task
at hand and current user needs.

Concept
One of the main shortcomings of our system was found
to be the forced distinction between activities that could
be performed only on the personal tablet or only on the
table. In order to break the dependency of functionality
and devices (R1) and allow for a fluid transition
between personal and shared work spaces (R2), we
propose an interactive setting consisting on a higher
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number of tablets that can be freely configured
spatially as well as content-related. This accounts for
users’ extensive device ecologies of up to ten
interactive devices [5] allowing for their utilization as a
single device as well as offering the possibility to
connect several tablets and treat them as a larger
interactive surface to perform shared activities (R5)
(see Fig. 4). This also loosens the borders between
single-user and group-based activities (R2). Users are
able to perform actions in the same fashion in several
phases and on multiple devices of their group work
session.
Fig. 4: Mixed Shared Workspace

Fig. 5: Physical Handover

Fig. 6: Mixed Personal Workspace

2015-2

The concept still utilizes one view to search and one to
read documents. In addition to this, we add a third
view to allow organizing, sorting and clustering of
documents on single tablets in the same manner as in
the previous tabletop system (R1). Thus, the snippetview does not only act as a container for shared
documents but as an alternative interactive
visualization of search results. Users can find
connections or dismiss irrelevant information more
easily and with a higher visibility. As the basis for each
of the three views are the found documents, changes to
them in one view will instantly take effect in other
views (R3). Seamless transitions between all views are
provided, e.g. documents can be read by tapping on a
search result or snippet.
In addition, users are able to use multiple tablets. The
higher number of tablets on-hand might lead to a
change of perspective: The former one-to-one
distribution of tablets lead to a perception of personal
devices – providing multiple tablets per persons might
change this to temporarily personal or activity-based
device perceptions [3], encouraging users to use

multiple tablets at the same time, each both,
separately and combined (R5) (see Fig. 4 & 6). This
allows users to read various documents whilst engaging
in visual structuring activities at the same time [1]. In
addition, users can combine multiple tablets to a larger
interactive surface (R5) using technologies like [7] or
[9]. The additional space can be used to organize or
sort documents in a private session, without having to
interrupt group partners or overcome personal barriers
(R2).
The flexible work space can be rearranged as shared
space and tablets can be added or removed at any time
allowing multiple users to work together by adding their
tablets to build a larger interactive shared work space
(R2 & R5). This flexibility might help to support group
activities like the division of labor as each user can take
a device to further investigate information. Interesting
documents can be transferred to different devices (R3)
or handed over physically to each group member (R4)
(see Fig. 5). Thereby, the perception of devices might
change, as they no longer appear as tools to search
and read, but as physical manifestations of digital
documents.

Conclusion
Overall, our concepts allows for a flexible and tailored
use of space, smoothly adapting to changing
requirements, the experience of which goes beyond the
usage of a single large screen [1]. As [3] suggest, we
aim for a light-weight setting that does only afford
minimal configuration work to allow users to
dynamically relate interconnected devices to best
support the activity at hand.
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Interfaces: Collaboration and Usability, (2013),
1–17.
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Abstract
Cross-device interaction is rarely observed in everyday life
and outside of research facilities. In this position paper we
explore potential reasons for this shortcoming and discuss
why the web is a promising enabling technology for crossdevice interactions. We propose a concept for new, crossdevice centric web standards that would allow to develop,
deploy, and use cross-device applications in everyday life.
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Problem Statement
Interaction across multiple devices is an everyday activity
and support for moving information and working between
devices is wanted by their owners [6]. Yet, not many realworld applications exist that satisfy this need. Features
such as Apple’s Continuity allow users to transition a task
from one device to another, but such technologies focus
on sequential use of devices rather than using them in parallel on the same task and interacting across devices [6].
Even more, a technology standard to find, connect, and
interact across nearby devices does not exist, which can
be discouraging for developers when designing and imple-
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menting cross-device applications. Based on our experiences in developing cross-device technologies [9, 10], we
defined four key requirements for future cross-device technologies, which we believe will be essential to enable and
deploy cross-device interactions in everyday life.

devices at any time during a task. This requires crossdevice technologies to cope with and support fluid changes
of device configurations. There also needs to be good intelligibility of device availability to facilitate socially appropriate
configuration of device assemblies.

Low threshold to join: While device augmentation is often utilised to make devices aware of each other [4, 5, 8],
the need for special hardware hinders ad hoc cross-device
interactions. Software-side setups [3, 7] face similar problems and increase the threshold for joining a cross-device
application. We propose the use of off-the-shelf consumer
devices to enable everyone to participate in cross-device
interaction. Also we believe cross-device technology with
minimal to no configuration effort can leap cross-device interactions beyond the scope of research projects.

Small development effort: Increased development effort
in porting an application to all major operating platforms can
lead to developers not adapting a new technology, which
in turn will make it difficult to establish cross-device applications for everyday use. Developers must be able to build
cross-device experiences for users and adapt to the multitude of platforms without heavy migration efforts. APIs like
Microsoft UWP, Mono, PhoneGap, or Cordova are already
targeting this issue and translate a shared code base into
devices’ respective native language. However, this still requires deployment of native apps on the devices.

Independent of location: Augmenting the environment
[1, 9, 11] enables accurate tracking of device locations,
but confines interaction to a small space (e.g., a table or
a room). Such augmentation seems unfeasible for realworld deployment and an approach that enables interaction
anywhere and at any time should be sought. Understanding appropriate groupings of devices in cross device interactions is also not something that is bound up entirely in
physical characterisations of proximity. How these physical
properties map onto social characterisations of proximity is
something that also needs consideration in the definition of
cross-device interaction. One might be physically close to
another person (e.g. on a bus) but not socially proximate.
Augmenting physical proximity indicators with social indicators (e.g. presence in contact lists may better support the
establishment of appropriate device-to-device connections).
Fluidity in device configurations: Users must rely on
whatever devices are currently available in their surrounding. They must be able to join an activity and add or remove
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Based on our experience [9, 10], we believe that web technologies can fulfil these requirements in the future. In this
position paper, we want to discuss the benefits and shortcomings of state-of-the-art web technologies in regard to
cross-device interaction. We further present a concept for
how current web standards could be extended to establish
them for real-world cross-device application development.

Cross-Device Web APIs
The modern web stands out with its massive availability
and large standardisation across consumer devices [2]. At
first glance, this seems to make the web an ideal choice
for cross-device development with web applications running on mobile and desktop systems, TVs, gaming consoles, digital cameras, watches, across different hardware,
screen sizes, and input modalities. Most modern device
have a built-in web browser, making software installation
obsolete. Development effort is minimised due to standard-
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window.ondevicenearby =
function(device)
{
if
(
device.clientWidth >= 1920
&&
device.clientHeight >= 1080
&&
device.memory.total >= 2048
&&
device.supports("camera")
)
{
device.connect();
}
};
window.ondeviceleave =
function(device) {
//do cleanup here
};

Listing 1: Example code of enter
and exit events of nearby devices.
.connect() will request a
peer-to-peer connection.

window.ondeviceconnect =
function(device)
{
device
.getElementById("content")
.innerHTML = "Hello!";
};

Listing 2: Device objects allow to
perform actions on a device such
as remotely updating content.
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ised markup, styling, and scripting languages (HTML, CSS,
JavaScript). User interface presentation and interaction
consistent across different devices, making web development an appealing underlying technology for many companies and researchers. Notably, many applications formerly
developed for particular platforms are transitioning to the
web (e.g. Microsoft Office, Spotify, Mendeley, Apple Mail).
Despite these advantages of web technologies, combining
devices remains a technical challenge. Web communication is based on central, remote servers, and information
about devices in close physical proximity is not available,
which would be necessary for nearby devices to join ad hoc
in the formation of co-located communities of devices. We
therefore propose a JavaScript API to access local communication technologies such as Bluetooth, NFC, and Wi-Fi
Direct. This would allow web applications to detect nearby
devices and establish a local peer-to-peer communication
channel (see Listing 1). By using already available technologies, augmentation of devices is not necessary and the
approach is independent of the devices’ current location.
With devices connected in such a manner, the available
device information should be extended to allow applications to adapt to different device configurations. As of now,
JavaScript can access only limited information about devices, such as resolution or operating system. Other information such as physical screen size, input capabilities,
available memory, or attached hardware are not discoverable through an API. This, however, will be necessary to
determine the role of devices in a task [12]. For example,
a presentation software needs to find nearby large screens
for displaying the presentation, and handheld devices for
displaying controls. Attendees could get annotation abilities
on stylus-enabled personal devices. Therefore, browsers
should make device information accessible to web applica-

tions. Of course, owners of devices should be able to opt
out from broadcasting such information.
In addition, web languages should be extended for multidevice support. We propose enter and exit events for devices in close, physical and social, proximity (see Listing 1).
Complexity should be reduced by encapsulating devices
in JavaScript device objects. A device object represents a
window object of a close device and is passed as a parameter to the enter and exit events. This, for instance, would
allow developers to gather information about remote devices (see Listing 1) or to execute commands on remote
objects (see Listing 2). Internally, the device object would
handle serialising, transmitting, parsing and executing commands, completely transparent to the developer. Due to
the asynchronous nature of network communication, such
function calls require callbacks or JavaScript Promises. For
instance, device.getElementById() would not instantly
return a DOM element but rather a Promise that is resolved
when the element was received on the caller’s end. Multidevice concepts can also be applied to CSS through new
media queries (see Listing 3), allowing developers to adjust
styles based on the number or features of remote devices.
In a prototype framework [10], we showed the feasibility
of these concepts. During a small scale user study, we
handed the framework to developers, including data synchronisation, reactive templating, and position detection
via cross-device gestures. Developers adopted quickly to
the framework and responded positively to the new crossdevice interaction possibilities.

Limitations
In order for the given concept to be feasible for real-world
deployment, this standard must be proposed to the W3C,
accepted, and implemented by all major browser vendors.
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Still, there are some limitations to the proposed concept:

@media
(device-role: main)
and
(min-number-of-devices: 2)
{
#main-content
{
display: block;
}
}
@media
(device-role: sidebar)
and
(min-number-of-devices: 2)
{
#sidebar {
display: block;
}
}
@media
(any-device-role: video)
{
#button-airplay {
visibility: visible;
}
}

Listing 3: Example of multi-device
CSS support. Features such as the
total number of devices or the
device role - set via JavaScript are available to adjust styles.

Communication over the Internet: A stable Internet connection to retrieve assets from and store data on a remote
server is still required. Technologies such as the HTML5
ServiceWorker API or the HTML5 IndexedDB API could be
powerful and decentralised alternatives to remote servers.
Performance of local communication: Local communication, e.g. over Bluetooth tends to be slower than Wi-Fi
or GSM. Eventually, such communication might not satisfy
the performance needs of applications. A solution could be
communication over a shared Wi-Fi network or offering developers the ability to take control over the communication
using an on-device or remote WebSocket server.
Security: Security is of large concern on the web, and
some features proposed must be implemented with care
to ensure the protection of private data and user data.

Conclusion
We believe web technologies could provide a new standard
for cross-device development. Their availability, standardisation, and support by the majority of devices and operating
systems is appealing to application developers and users.
In order to enable interaction with nearby devices in everyday life, methods for detection of and communication with
devices in their vicinity are needed. The web languages
must be extended for APIs that allow developers to easily
interact with other devices, e.g. exchanging data and remotely updating content. If the web standard is extended in
such a way, we believe cross-device experiences will find
their way out of the labs into our everyday life.
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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss four of the most challenging technical issues for interactions and applications in environments comprised of nowadays widespread ecologies of
touch-enabled mobile and immobile devices. Such issues
are important particularly for applications in the wild. We
address these issues by means of an appropriate software
architecture that is implemented as the reference framework Environs in order to foster interactions and applications in multi-surface environments and help bring those
into the wild. The framework is available as open-source
software thereby we contribute to basic enabling technologies for multi-surface environments.
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Introduction
Figure 1: Interactive portals with mobile devices and tabletop.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). Presented at the Cross-Surface ’15
workshop, in conjunction with ACM ITS’15. November 15, Funchal, Madeira, Portugal.
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During the last decade, people’s interaction habit with daily
devices has changed remarkably. While ten years ago peo-
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ple were used to interact with mice, touchpads and keyboards only, today, interaction with touch-enabled surfaces
has become an inherent part of nowadays interaction repertoire of everyday people. More and more touch enabled
mobile (smartwatches, smartphones, phablets, tablets)
and immobile (tabletops, wall-mounted display) devices
entered the consumer market since around 2007/2008 and
the amount of device types as well as proliferation of devices is still increasing rapidly.
Figure 2: Partitioning concept for
MSEs: areas as containers for
application environments. Multiple
logically separated application
areas can exist within the same
physical network.

Hence, multi-surface environments (MSE) comprised of
mobile and immobile interactive surfaces are quite likely
to become commonplace in the foreseeable future. The
increasing number of recent research articles targeting applications and interactions within MSEs and across multiple
surfaces endorse this trend.
With the increase of MSE occurrences, the desire for crossdevice interactions and applications will inevitable rise.
However, issues and questions originating from differences
between lab environments and outside the lab environments need to be addressed by research to enable successful transition of cross-device interactions and applications from labs into the wild.

Outside the lab, Issues and Challenges
Figure 3: An example application
environment comprised of multiple
devices which are identified
through a numerical ID.

Even though HCI research investigated MSEs for many
years with great results, studies were conducted in controlled sterile lab environments and situations. When going
into the wild, things may be different and what worked in the
lab may not necessarily work in the wild. Within this paper,
we briefly discuss the most challenging issues from a technical point of view and present our research aiming at those
issues.

opers. While the device ecology in a lab is manageable,
device ecologies in the wild are literally wild. There are
different form factors (smartwatch, smartphone, phablet,
tablet, etc.), different set and kind of embedded sensors
(accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, heartbeat, etc.), different
operating systems (Android, iOS, Windows Phone, etc.), or
different programming APIs and platform languages (Java,
Objective-C, C#, etc.). Even within the same device platform, the fragmentation of the operating system may result
in a multitude of differences.
Network and device management are interrelated and not
necessarily optimal in the wild. In terms of network, there
may be environments with mobile data only, with wireless
network but no internet access, or multiple logically separated/connected subnets with/without internet access. In
terms of device management, devices usually take part
in an ad-hoc manner and may vanish suddenly which is
usually the case for decentralized loosely coupled devices.
Both aspects together renders centralized server-based
approaches quite difficult for robustness and stability of a
system in the wild.
Performance, efficiency, stability, and low latency have
direct influence on users’ experience. Approaches that work
perfectly well for one’s lab devices may require further research for other device platforms or to be scalable across
device platforms.
Security and safety of data on devices and on transport
channels are usually neglected in lab studies. However,
those aspects are nowadays mandatory requirements for
applications in the wild. Users would behave different or
prefer different strategies in studies if they know about the
safety of their data.

Heterogeneity of platforms is the most challenging issue
for interaction designers as well as for application devel-
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Development of MSE Applications

Figure 4: Supported network
configurations of Environs: Devices
within the same network
(broadcast); Devices in different
networks (STUN/STUNT
mechanism).

Application
Custom
Application
Code

Android-App – UI
Java

iOS-App – UI
Objective-C

API Layer

Android specific - Java

iOS specific – Obj.-C

JNI
Common
Codebase
C/C++

Environs – C++

Native
Video Portal

Figure 5: 3-layer architecture of
Environs exemplified for the
Google Android and Apple iOS
platforms.

In software engineering and development practice, frameworks or toolkits are regularly used for recurrent and/or abstract tasks, e.g. node.js, jQuery, or jQT. Hence, it’s conceivable that this will also be the case for development of
MSE applications. For example, a multi-platform framework that automatically handle network and connectivity,
or device management and communication would greatly
unburden developers from implementing the required logic
for each supported platform and new application which is
prone to errors. Considering the high complexity induced by
nowadays heterogeneous device ecologies, such an MSE
framework would also be beneficial for research studies and
reproduction of research results. Previous research efforts
[1, 5, 7, 8] that address MSE framework concepts further
confirm this assumption. However, they did not target nowadays device ecologies and the challenges in the wild. Furthermore, lack of availability of the presented frameworks
and portability of the concepts (e.g. to a smartwatch) often
inhibit its reuse.
We briefly describe some highlights of the multi-platform
MSE framework called Environs [2] which explicitly addresses the aforementioned issues and challenges. The
reference implementation together with several introduction
tutorials are publicly available1 as open-source software
in order to foster MSE research as well as development.
Moreover, the framework easily enables real-time videobased interactive portals that open up a rich direction for
demanding cross-device interactions and applications, e.g.
aboard ships [4] or for collaborative tasks [3, 6].
Heterogeneity of platforms is handled by Environs through
a 3-layer architecture for applications, see Figure 5. The application layer represents the actual application logic and
1
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UI that may be designed and auto-generated for multiple
platforms by appropriate development tools. The framework
itself is implemented in the remaining two layers, whereof
the API layer provides a thin object oriented API to access
the native layer. Under the hood, API objects merely keep
object states and function as a proxy to native calls. The
native layer is realized as a common code base for all platforms and contains the majority (~90%) of the framework
logic which is implemented in portable C/C++. Hence, the
whole native layer can be compiled for all platforms thereby
greatly reduces development time, increases manageability
and maintainability, and benefits from less programming errors. Currently, Environs supports the platforms Google Android / Android Wear, Apple iOS/WatchOS/OSX, Microsoft
Windows (.NET/Surface 1/PixelSense 2/MultiTaction Cells),
and Linux.
Network and device management is completely handled
by the native layer which supports devices within the same
network as well as devices across different networks. Environs manages so called application environments which
can further exist in logically separated areas (e.g. meeting
room, office, airport), see Figure 2, thereby enable multiple
separated application environments within the same physical network. Each device assigns itself into an application
area with a numerical ID, see Figure 3. Devices across different networks (e.g. both devices behind firewalls) require
an additional mediator service which helps connect each
other by means of STUN/STUNT mechanisms known from
peer-to-peer networks. Overall, devices operate in a loosely
coupled decentralized network (peer-to-peer), but serverlike services are still possible through specialized device
nodes.
Performance, efficiency, stability, and low latency is
addressed through the native C/C++ implementation and

http://hcm-lab.de/environs
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native optimizations. Low latency network communication
is based on priority handling of data types that employs
low latency transport channels as well as a channel for
large chunks of bulk data. For example, touch events are
passed to other devices using the shortest code paths and
UDP channels. Furthermore, interactive portals make use
of hardware encode/decode for low latency.
Security and safety is handled transparently in the native layer by state of the art AES encryption of transport
channels. Each device automatically generates its own private/public key and certificate in order to encrypt AES session keys. This is particularly important when connecting
multiple locally different MSEs to one application environment over unsecured networks (internet).

Author’s Interests and Further Research
Our interest lies in research of natural and intuitive interaction techniques and enabling technologies for novel interactive portal applications in MSEs, which nowadays powerful
touch-enabled device ecologies easily enable. Currently,
Environs detects the location of devices within an MSE only
by means of markers under mobile devices and only if they
are placed on supported tabletops. Therefore, we intend
to add additional position and spatial tracking of devices
and users by means of location nodes within the MSE as
proposed in [1] in order to investigate spatial interaction
techniques for interactive portals.
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Abstract
In a world of an increasing number of mobile devices in everyday life, people are dealing with large amounts of data
every minute. It is an emerging need to create interfaces for
multiple devices to support the process of data exploration
and understanding. New sensors, enabling mobile devices
to be spatially aware, inspire the design of context-aware
adaptive interfaces. We indicate a possible direction of further research, where we treat the spatiotemporal relationships between different subsets of a given data set as part
of the information communicated by the system. That give
us the opportunity to create more effective visualizations to
enhance perception. This approach builds on a natural human tendency to organize information spatially, as shown in
previous research in cognitive science.
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Introduction
Nowadays, people are using mobile devices to explore
data on the run, both in work and private life [1]. Data sets
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are constantly becoming larger, so supporting effective
data exploration emerges as a big challenge for HumanComputer Interaction (HCI). Finding the methods to present
large amounts of information in the most effective way is
required. The technology available in everyday situations
should augment human’s perception and sensemaking as
effectively as possible. While a number of mobile devices in
our homes and offices is still increasing, and those devices
are getting more and more powerful, users do not benefit to
the extent they could from the fact that those devices can
be interconnected.
Certain research was done on possible solutions and applications for multidevice systems. MochaTop [7] and Thaddeus [6] focused on creating new methods of navigation
through data sets via cross-device interaction. Rädle et al. [5]
created a system where images were displayed on multiple,
spatially aware displays. In Conductor [3], Hamilton and
Wigdor investigated how multiple spatially-aware devices
could enhance user experience and performance. Our work
is also inspired by the research on collaborative scenarios
for tabletops, focusing, for example, on the flow of information between users, or possible applications of tabletops in
real world. This paper focuses on leveraging multidevice interaction for collaborative data exploration though visualisation. Thus, it appears to be an interesting approach to make
use of space around and in-between devices. We decided
to investigate it in the field of collaborative data exploration
and understanding. It seems that in several years the technology enabling the device to sense its close surroundings
will be embedded into commercially available devices. Past
research focused mostly on creating distributed displays,
like in Conductor [3] or HuddleLamp [5], or on expanding
the model of control and navigation by using the relative
position of devices [7].
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Figure 1: Users exploring data in the preliminary paper-based
study. The different pieces of paper contain clues in a crime
mystery game.

Preliminary inquiry
People in the course of data exploration tend to organize
the information spatially, even though the information itself does not necessarily contain any spatial aspects [4].
They find relations (using temporal, person-wise or other
abstract criteria) and them to a plane or space. In order to
investigate how this approach may be translated into interaction design domain, a study with three participants was
conducted. They were given a set of clues and asked to
solve a crime mystery, as shown in Figure 1. The entire
study was recorded and the video material were analyzed
to find how users manipulate pieces of information on the
table. This preliminary study showed that the proxemics, i.e.
spatial distance, orientation and other parameters between
the pieces of information is meaningful in this process. The
analysis shows that objectification, i.e. connecting abstract
concepts with physical object is important.
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Methodology
We believe that using multiple, spatially aware mobile devices acn support collaborative sensemaking by offering
more effective methods of data visualization. Sensemaking
is still often performed using sheets of paper, post-it notes
or other physical objects. The performance in understanding may be limited by the simplicity of the tools. Translating
this process to digital world opens a wide range of possibilities to make it more effective, for example by giving the
user possibility to create multiple arrangements of data simultaneously. Furthermore, managing user attention by
highlighting a certain relation between pieces of information
in spatial conditions can benefit sensemaking. Although
we consider a set of problems where human experts are
required, e.g. the data given may be partly analyzed automatically, using well-known methods and algorithms.
This scenario engages the entire space around the user
and is not limited to the device displays. The space between devices becomes part of the interactive space and
the spatial relations between devices become parts of the
user interface. This enables examining the spatial organization of pieces of data as clues for content-related relations between information pieces. As the process of understanding consists of creating an associative network,
which constitutes the multidimensional, fuzzy relations between pieces of information, it would seem that organizing
the information in space and the process of understanding
are closely connected. We are planning a study, in which
we will observe users during the process of processing a
given data set, e.g. creating a complex associative network
of mutual relations between pieces of information they explore. Then, by analyzing the obtained study data, we will
try to build a model of how users manage the information
in space and time. Based on that we will create a system,
which will be able to predict the possible relations between
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pieces of information based on observation of spatiotemporal parameters of data in the interactive interface.
We believe that we can create a fuzzy mathematical model
for translating the spatio-temporal information to an associative network of interactions. A example of operation of
such model can be a situation when two pieces of information are placed close to each other for certain period of
time. By parameterizing the numerical values of distance
and time, we can create a relation between two pieces of
information. Based on the relations between information
and data, a fuzzy inference model can be applied to transfer
the spatial relations to relations between pieces of information.
An important feature of the aforementioned mathematical
model is considering the history of the movement of a piece
of information in the process of inference. This means that
the strength of the relation does not only depend on the
current position and time spent in this position, but also on
the previous movements of the piece of information. One
way the system could help in sensemaking would be by visualizing how strongly two objects are related if the value
of the (model-inferred) relation exceeds a specific value,
as shown in Figure 2. Creating such an intelligent system
could open new possibilities for supporting sensemaking
such as enhanced attention management. Such systems
could also lower the mental demand of communicating insights between users, as they could be shared implicitly,
similarly to scenario shown by Goyal et al. [2].
The advantage of implementing such solutions on mobile
devices is that tablets and smartphones are physical, tangible objects. Tangibility offers additional advantages to interaction e.g. the socioconstuctivist flavor of tangible tabletops. Also, the system provides the possibility of tracking
the proxemics not only on a plane, but in three (or "two and
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Using Semantic and Responsive Web
Design Technologies for Cross-Device
Interactions in Industrial Applications
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Abstract

Markus Graube

Many industries today urgently call for applications that
provide data and software services to mobile users onsite. Complex workflows spanning across different contexts of use, using different interaction devices and
involving different people need to be supported seamlessly. Such collaborative cross-device interactions call
for Semantic and Responsive Web Design technologies.
In this contribution, we will explain why we need these
technologies, how we may employ them and what we
expect from their utilization. We will present a functional prototype that demonstrates the current state of
our research and highlights the remaining challenges.
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Introduction

Mission Statement

Industrial applications pave their way from the office
out into the factories, warehouses and chemical plants.
Mobile applications offer services to support commissioning, operation and maintenance. Such applications
are increasingly engineered with two main design objectives in mind. First, users shall be able to seamlessly
switch between different target devices to accomplish
their tasks. Depending on the task and context at hand,
target devices may be office PCs, smartphones or even
wearables. Data and software services may be provided
anywhere and anytime (on-site support). Second, spatially and temporally separated people shall be able to
form teams and jointly collaborate and support each
other regardless of their current location (remote support).

The use of global World Wide Web standards and technologies is the logical answer to these demands. In
particular, the Semantic and Responsive Web Design
technologies seem to provide solutions to the challenges in implementing appropriate future industrial applications. Breslin et al. have shown that Semantic Web
technologies can be deployed to supply, production and
order fulfillment processes [1]. Jetter et al. could show
that cross-device interactions can be used to collaboratively perform a task in a central controlled use case
[2]. Further, web-based platforms can be used to create cross-device solutions for collaborative, multi-role
tasks in industrial settings as well [3, 4]. However,
none of these works have really strived for creating
integrated information and interaction spaces by combining the both technologies.

These design objectives require highly flexible, dynamic, integrated and adaptive user interfaces. The integration needs to start already at the information level and
must find its continuation on the interaction level. The
large heterogeneity and complexity of industrial software tools and frameworks, the immense variety of the
contexts of use as well as the specific requirements of
professional use place high demands on performance,
availability, safety, security and usability of industrial
applications. Thus, the use of established, proven and
well understood open software technologies instead of
today's proprietary, platform and vendor-specific solutions is more than necessary. The speed of development of production processes on the one hand and of
information and communication technology (ICT) on
the other hand further calls for the use of long-term
available and continuously developed, worldwide deployed standard technologies in combination with an
explicit Design for Evolution.
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Our mission thus is 1) to create an information and
interaction space for migratory, collaborative industrial
applications; 2) to combine Semantic and Responsive
Web Design technologies to realize such applications;
3) to use context information beyond screen properties
to adapt the user interfaces to the users’ needs; and 4)
to integrate resulting applications into the existing industrial ICT landscape to prove the applicability of the
approach.
The research presented in this contribution is grounded
on a series of focus group workshops and participatory
observations with industrial partners carried out over a
period of several years. A Rapid Software Prototyping
approach has been employed to create horizontal, functional prototypes on the target platforms (see e.g. [5]).
Emphasis is placed on the use of established design
standards and best practices.
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Figure 1: Structural layout for
different device classes. Elements
are re-arranging automatically.

Figure 2: Description of the UI
elements for desktop screens.
Other screens adapt according to
Figure 1.
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Creative Vision

System Prototype

The creative vision of our research is an integrated
information and interaction space that can be accessed
by multiple persons with multiple roles using a variety
of interaction devices in order to collaboratively cope
with a complex task. Therefore, we aim at creating a
responsive Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) system that automatically adapts to device
properties, context information, user role and the task
at hand.

As a demonstrator, we are currently developing a prototypical CSCW system for operation and maintenance
(O&M) in the domain of the process industries. The
prototype provides cross-device interaction and activity-based presentation of information. The prototype
supports target screens of three different device classes: desktop monitor, tablet and smartphone (Figure
1). Currently, the screen orientation is fixed to portrait
view for smartphones and landscape view for the other
two. The employed ZURB Foundation responsive frontend framework [6] automatically adapts the main elements of the structural layout (Figure 2) to the screen
properties and contextual information such as geolocation. Three different roles have been considered: a
shift leader that is responsible for organizational tasks
and thus is mainly working in the office, an operator
that is responsible for the supervisory control of the
plant operation and thus is mainly working in a control
room, and a maintainer performing the maintenance
and service tasks on-site using mobile devices.

The integrated information space shall provide shared
access, flexible modification of both structure and content including the integration of external information
spaces as well as a sophisticated revision management.
All information models should be self-describing and
analyzable by computer algorithms. The integrated
interaction space shall support a holistic responsive
cross-device interaction providing appropriate views for
various interaction devices. A role and task management system may adapt the content that is provided to
the user. This includes access control but also automatic content selection and preprocessing as well as an
adaptation of the visualization to the task and role at
hand. The current task may be predefined by means of
a workflow description or derived from the available
context information. A job management system may
further group data sets, states and conversations that
belong to a particular job, thus creating a common
context for collaborative tasks. Each user can be assigned to multiple jobs, and multiple users, possibly
with different roles, can be assigned to one job as well.
The application hence allows the user to switch between assigned jobs, so that a single, yet extensible,
application running on multiple devices serves as common user interface for all users.

The prototype currently provides six different functions:
a Process Operator Screen (Figure 3), a Batch Process
and Workflow Modeler, a Task Organizer, an Alarms
and Events List, a Chart Viewer and a Communicator
including chatroom and dialer (Figure 4). The application might provide more than one view per function if
the task varies according to the actual user role. For
example, the shift leader may create and categorize
tasks in the Task Organizer, whereas maintainers can
assign themselves to existing tasks that fit to their
particular skills and knowledge. Hence, the two roles
require different data and dialogs to collaboratively
accomplish their task being the organization of their
maintenance tasks.
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The information space is realized as a Linked Data (LD)
cloud using standard Semantic Web technologies [7].
The LD cloud aggregates data from several proprietary
software tools and exposes all distributed data in a
uniform and self-describing manner. The main advantage of this approach is the simple confederation of
heterogeneous data sources, both structured and unstructured. Having meta-information as a first citizen
data opens new perspectives for flexibility, extendibility
and maintainability [8] of applications.

use and possible coaction. Further, we will investigate
in the utilization of information on situational and environmental context to improve responsiveness. We will
also integrate interactions which enable users, to easily
push information and application context back and forth
between devices in order to leverage effective working
in multi-device settings, both in single-user and multiuser settings.
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Future Research
Figure 3: Process Operator
Screen views for desktop and
smartphone. The process data of
the plant is shown in the Content
Area (d) and can directly be
modified in the Context Area (b).

Figure 4: Communicator views for
tablet and smartphone. The
Content Area (d) shows an ongoing conversation, the Context
Area (b) (shown on the tablet
only) provides the contact list
with the conversation partners.
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Our preliminary findings indicate that great care must
be taken in selecting appropriate Web standards and
technologies. Hence, a first major research objective is
to identify high-quality Web frameworks that meet the
demands of the industry in terms of reliability, maintainability and long-term support.
Necessary foundation for holistic responsiveness is an
integrated information space. We will continue our efforts to integrate the diverse data sources of an industrial IT landscape into LD clouds and to define common
information models (ontologies) representing these
data. In addition, we are working on data interfaces to
LD clouds that meet the particular requirements of the
industry with respect to performance, security, reliability and traceability on the one hand, and that perform
well in combination with Responsive Web Design technologies on the other hand (see e.g. [9]).
The current prototype is based on a preliminary conceptual design framework. As a next step we will refine
and generalize this framework, characterize and categorize the different possibilities for UI adaptation to the
various factors, and draw up recommendations for their
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Abstract
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The number of interactive artifacts that surround us is
constantly increasing. Though these device-species
constitute new ecologies with humans, the
communication with each other is very limited. People
and devices involved in an interactive environment can,
and I claim should, assume different roles that are yet
to be defined. The traditional model of single-user
single-device is becoming obsolete in the contemporary
distributed communicational space. To explore these
complexities, I developed a project that tries to bring
these issues together: a multi-user, multi-device
ecology constituted by some devices available on the
market and some devices designed on purpose. The
roles of people and devices changes according to the
application in use. This experimentation helps to
explore the issues raised here, and in previous studies.
In particular, it shows the weaknesses and strengths of
this analyzed ecology, it outlines possible paths for
future applications and for helping in the definition of a
relational quality and the use of roles as a tool of
thought.
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Introduction

Figure 2: “Conceptual Models”.
This model from Norman [6]
appears in the influential best
seller “The Design of Everyday
Things” [7].

Figure 3 Membrane prototype.
The prototype is made by a
structure in wood and a circular
display in elastic textile.
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In the last ten years, with the introduction in the
market of smart objects, or better, mobile internet
devices (MIDs), we populated our lives with an
enormous quantity of asocial technical species.
Supposedly “smart” phones, tablets and more recently
other wearables are designed in a user-centered
fashion. The commonly adopted model refers to the
one proposed by Norman (Figure 22) in which a single
user is facing a single device. It was a model worthy of
use for the time being. The interaction qualities, or use
qualities, as introduced by Löwgren [3] were also
focused on the relation single user-interface. Today, the
communicative capacities of the devices, and their
simultaneous use, goes way beyond this one-to-one
equivalence and so, the need for an improved model
and relative qualities arises. In a recent research
proposal Lundgren [4] introduces a framework of
qualities for collocated interaction (Figure 43) and
highlights the need for a reflection that goes in the
direction of a more inclusive paradigm. The four
perspectives assumed (social, technological, spatial and
temporal) gather the different thirteen qualities. This
first attempt defines an overview of possible qualities
opening opportunities for further studies. In this
general perspective, I introduce the concept of posture
in device ecologies supported by a project called Device
Boundaries. Device Boundaries is an experimental
ecology that involves multiple users and multiple
devices. The roles of both species are fluctuating
according to the context and the application. The
posture quality of artifacts analyses the relations

Figure 4 Framework for designing mobile experiences for
collocated interaction (diagrammatic representation) [3].

Device Boundaries Implementation
Device Boundaries is a project developed to probe the
different positions of artifacts and humans in an
interaction ecology. The aim of the study was to define
a general purpose tool, but for clarity and testing some
applications were realized. The project involves
different devices some of them available on the market
and some designed on purpose. The artifacts involved
in the project are: Antenna (central control system),
Membrane (textile touch-display), Smartphones.
Antenna
Antenna is the “brain”, the central control system made
by a Raspberry Pi with a Wi-Fi antenna, a memory and
a battery. It works as a bridge for the other devices
providing a web-server for the access to the
applications.
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Membrane
Membrane is a device constituted by a projector, a
large textile display and a Microsoft Kinect (Figure 5).
One of the possible configurations was developed for
the tests (Figure 1). The pressure of fingers on the
screen creates a deformation that is read by the sensor
bar making the textile interactive.
Figure 5 Arcade Pong Application
on Membrane.

Figure 6 Feline colony
Application on Membrane.
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Smartphones
Two Android 4.2 smartphones (HTC and Samsung)
were used with a custom software developed in
Processing.
Device Boundaries is designed for public spaces (such
as a street or a square) in order to encourage contact
between people by superimposing a digital layer over
the physical community. The Antenna acts as a server
connecting any personal device to the digital
environment. As for any activity carried on in a public
space the role assumed by the person can vary widely.
A person can be deeply involved in the use of the
interface, can just observe from far, be a bystander, or
actively develop new applications for the system or do
maintenance. The posture towards the artifacts and the
other people changes radically. In the same way, the
devices, as technical individuals, can play different
roles: the phone can be used exclusively as a controller
thanks to its touch-screen and sensors, the membrane
can be used as a passive display or accord to the state
of the system; the antenna can be active, passive,
provide data, or even disappear from the ecology, in
the case of a headless system. During the design
process attention was given to cost and feasibility of
the project, considering that the system could be
implemented spontaneously by the community in a
bottom up approach.

Applications
Some applications were developed for trying the
system and its limits. The contents are chosen by the
typology of activities in the public sphere defined by
Jan Gehl [1]. The two applications developed were
focused on social and optional activities, specifically the
first activity focus is play and the second one is the
care of environment (in particular the cat community).
Arcade Pong
Arcade Pong is a game clearly inspired by the old
videogames as Pong (1972) and Arcade Volleyball
(1988). The game is played as a table-tennis match in
which the two players synchronize their smartphones
with the system and use them as rackets. The
membrane display positioned in between the two
players shows the position of the “ball”. The single
screen plays with size giving the illusion of perspective
(Figure 5).
Feline Colony
Feline Colony is an application to keep track of the cat
communities in a specific neighborhood (Figure 6). The
problem of large communities of feral cat is diffused in
Turkey, were the application was developed, but
emerged recently in the Australian news [5]. The
preservation of the community and its sustainability is
a complex activity that includes: sheltering, feeding,
health care and population control. In the interest of
cats, humans and environment, I developed an
application that provides support for these necessities.
A database of the existing community and their
information is created for the purpose and accessibility
to the system is given by the sole use of Membrane
interface or remotely on smartphone (Figure 6).
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Posture
The posture quality of interaction ecologies is a
property that evaluate the roles of the species involved
in an action. It considers the proximity of actors [2]
focusing on their role in the ecology created with other
humans or devices. The relationships among humans
and technical individuals are explored and mapped
verbally and visually. The map includes the
communication links with other species and their roles
in the interaction. We can explain diagrammatically the
ecology analysis of the two examples presented (Figure
7 and 8).

Figure 8 Arcade Pong Postures Diagram. The players user
their smartphones as controllers, the bystanders observe the
players becoming spectators and making them performers, the
Membrane display is both functional to the players and
performative for the bystanders.

Conclusions and Future Work
I believe that the posture quality, and the relative
diagrammatical representation, can help designers in
their work for a better development of device ecologies.
This concept enriches the framework introduced by
Lundgren [4] trying to provide a theoretical answer to
the actual device asociality.
Figure 7 Feline Colony Posture Diagram. The diagram shows
the relation assumed by the species in the ecology. A user
operates her/his smartphone to access the applications while
independently another user operates membrane becoming a
performer for the bystanders.
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The project Device Boundaries on its own can be
developed further to reduce the number of components
required. The ecology can be fragmented in more
independent elements and constitute a headless
system. Finally, a more horizontal hierarchy can
improve the flexibility and increase the possible
applications of the project.
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Abstract
In Mixed Reality (MR) environments, virtual objects can
be represented as if they were situated in the viewer’s
physical environment. While the potentials of MR have
been recognized and extensively researched for single
user scenarios (e.g., in perceptual studies), MR for
collaborative scenarios has not been widely
investigated. In this paper we propose MR
environments as ecologies for collaborative, crossdevice interaction. We provide a scenario that
illustrates its potentials and discuss possible research
directions. We then present intermediate results of our
research.
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Introduction
Mixed Reality (MR) describes the combination of the
representation of a physical environment (e.g., a room)
and virtual objects (e.g., a virtual plant in a corner of
that room) on a single display [6]. Because the virtual
objects have a distinct position in the real-world
coordinate system, they are perceived as if they were
situated in the real world. This allows the user to
interact with the real world and the digital world at the
same time [1]. When virtual objects are experienced as
part of the physical environment, MR environments can
leverage our natural abilities that refer to the
interaction and navigation in the real world. This
includes the perception of spatial relationships of the
objects in our environment, but also the social skills
we’ve developed in the physical world (e.g., social
protocols). In addition, in MR our physical environment
can be considered as an information space in which we
can lay out, navigate, and share digital data. This is
particularly relevant for collaborative scenarios, as it
allows for seamless, computer-supported, collaborative
work [2].
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Collaborative MR in the early
(research lab) days:

To render virtual content correctly, MR devices need to
be able to determine their location and orientation
within their physical environment. There are several
approaches to achieve this spatial awareness. (For an
overview see [1]). Precise tracking within larger 3D
volumes, however, typically required additional
hardware, such as infrared cameras (Figures 1 and 2).
Due to technological advances, displays for large-scale
MR environments no longer require additional hardware
and are now becoming affordable to the public. One of
the recent devices is the Project Tango tablet
(Figure 3). Spatial awareness is achieved by the
principle of area learning: “Using area learning, a
Project Tango device can remember the visual features
of the area it is moving through and recognize when it
sees those features again. These features can be saved
in an Area Description File (ADF) to use again later.”1

Figure 1. “Transvision” [7], a design
tool where collaborators look on a
real table-top through a palmtopsized see-through display. 3D data
from the display is processed by an
external graphics workstation.

Figure 2. "Studierstube" [8], a
system capable to visualize threedimensional, scientific data with seethrough glasses. Tracking data is
processed on an external tracking
server.

Figure 3. Collaborative MR currently: markerless tracking with
Google’s Project Tango1 tablets. In this application, each
person can place items on the shared information space and
has their own perspective.
1
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https://www.google.com/atap/project-tango/

When an ADF is loaded, the device can localize, i.e., it
becomes spatially aware. We consider this a core
feature to enable MR-based, cross-device interaction:
When collaborators within the same physical
environment share the same ADF, their devices become
spatially aware in terms of both their physical
environment and of the other devices. The physical
environment can then be used as a shared information
space.

Chances and Challenges
To illustrate the potentials of MR environments as
ecologies for collaborative cross device interaction in
everyday situations, consider the following scenario:
Bob (an architect) and Alice (a civil engineer) are
involved in an architectural project that aims at
constructing a new central station. They meet at Alice’s
office to discuss Bob’s latest drafts of the barrier-free
main entrance. As Bob enters Alice’s office, his tablet
notifies him that an ADF is available for the current
environment. After the ADF has loaded, he looks on his
tablet and sees a virtual construction site laid out in
Alice’s office. Alice is standing in front of the window
where the main entrance is supposed to be placed on
the site. Bob opens the local folder on his tablet where
he stores his drafts. He walks towards Alice and
positions his 3D draft, which is now a part of the MR
environment and thus visible to Alice. After a short
discussion, Alice picks Bob’s newly added model to
make some modifications on it later on her computer.
Bob in turn asks Alice for some project related text
documents. Alice browses her local file system on the
tablet and tells Bob that she was going to position them
over her little houseplant (she points at the houseplant
on her desk). Bob instantly sees the documents on his
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display, which appear as a virtual stack of papers, and
stores them on his file system.
In the following we share our first ideas that may help
to make such scenarios possible and propose
associated research directions.
Technological Challenges
First, in order to enable participation in cross device
activities, devices need to be able to communicate with
each other. Thus, cross-platform technologies (e.g.,
HTML 5) should be used. Secondly, besides the spatial
capabilities of devices described in this paper (e.g.,
through ADFs), there are other features and sensors
that enable other forms of cross-device interaction.
Therefore, profiles or a classification of device
capabilities are needed. These profiles should
summarize the features that are relevant for crossdevice interaction. Following the example scenario,
imagine a third person – Carol – is joining the meeting.
Unlike Alice’s and Bob’s devices, Carol’s device cannot
handle area description files but has some other
sensors (e.g., a proximity sensor) that can be used to
establish cross device interaction in a different way. If
such profiles are provided, a server could suggest to
Carol an alternative way to establish a connection to
the other devices. A third aspect refers to the type of
task. Certain cross-device interaction techniques may
be more appropriate for specific tasks than others.
Once a server has registered the profiles of the present
devices and the anticipated task, it could make
suggestions considering the way interaction between
the devices should be established.
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Research Directions
On a conceptual level, spatial relations between the
entities in an MR environment (persons and other
physical and virtual objects) can be taken into account
to facilitate interaction and collaboration. In particular
for MR-based, cross-device interaction, proxemics
dimension [4] and F-formations [5] could be used to
trigger situation-dependent actions, e.g., render
specific content at specific positions depending on the
spatial and personal constellation of present
collaborators. Furthermore, for tasks that require
negotiation, visual cues play an important role [3] and
help coordinating users’ actions. Users who interact
within the same MR environment can thereby make use
of the same spatial cues. This raises the question what
features and representation need to be available in MR
environment in order to leverage “seamless, computer
supported collaborative work” [2].

Ongoing Research
In our ongoing research, we are interested in the
representation of MR environments, in particular in how
virtual cues (Figure 4) shape communication and
coordination in search and reconstruction tasks. We
conducted a controlled lab experiment with 16 dyads.
The experiment was designed as a counterbalanced,
within-subjects design with the presence of virtual cues
(cues provided vs. no cues provided) being the
independent variable. For MR devices we provided each
participant a Project Tango tablet which allowed a
shared view on the MR environment.
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“uncovered” by touching them so that the symbol
became visible. Collaborators had to find matches by
uncovering two boxes per move. In order to induce the
communication of spatial information, each collaborator
had to uncover one box during each turn. Once a match
was found, the boxes were removed. If the two
uncovered boxes were not matches, they had be
covered again in order to continue with the next move.
Reconstruction Task: In the reconstruction task,
collaborators had to reconstruct the virtual scene by
placing the symbol boxes at the correct position
(Figure 3). The task was performed in the same
condition (virtual cues provided or virtual cues not
provided) as in the prior search task.
Intermediate results and implications: Our intermediate
results show that all groups made extensive use of
virtual cues to communicate object locations and to
coordinate their actions. In the concluding interview,
participants reported to have fully accepted the virtual
objects as part of the environment. In addition, all
groups gave the condition with the virtual cues a better
rating. We therefore propose to provide virtual cues to
support collaboration in MR environments.
Figure 4. Top: Dyads during the search task. All boxes are covered in this state. Lower left:
no virtual cues provided, lower right: virtual cues provided (e.g., virtual chair, plant, and
snack machine). Collaborators made extensive use of virtual cues to communicate spatial
information (e.g., “I remember that symbol ‘x’ is located in front of the snack machine”).

Search task: Dyads had to collaboratively solve a
three-dimensional memory game. 10 symbol pairs from
the Wingdings font were randomly distributed in a 3D
volume with a dimension of 4m x 4m x 2m. Each
symbol was represented as a texture on a box. In their
initial state, boxes where white (Figure 3) and could be
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Conclusion
In this paper we proposed MR environments as one
possible approach to establish collaborative, crossdevice interaction. We presented recent technological
advances and discussed potentials and challenges for
ad hoc, MR environments in everyday situations.
Finally, we reported intermediate results from our
ongoing research in which we suggest the use of virtual
cues in MR environments to facilitate collaboration.
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Abstract
Once a designer or developer decides to build an
interactive experience that involves two or more
systems, they now have the challenge of trying to
make one place out of multiple. This research is aimed
at identifying tools that support cross-surface
interactions without requiring designers and developers
to prematurely address the friction of cross-device
communication. I believe this can achieved (1) by
providing high-level abstractions that can be mapped
onto multiple configurations of concrete interactive
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
Presented at the Cross-Surface ’15 workshop, in conjunction with ACM
ITS’15
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system components and (2) by providing low-level
infrastructure to combine concrete resources in very
flexible ways. I propose that interaction with multidevice ecologies can be further propagated in the wild
when we use such approaches to increase the
probability that our individual contributions can be
integrated with the contributions of others both in
research and industry.

Author Keywords
Tangible, multi-device interaction, multi-surface
interaction, distributed user interfaces, distributed
heterogeneous user interfaces

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2. User Interfaces

Introduction
The physical and digital objects within our interactive
world are diverse and represent great, underutilized
potential in the ways in which they can be combined.
We have gotten quite use to the interactions that can
be had on these devices. But we face friction when we
try to interact across these devices, especially when
these devices differ in their type (e.g. smartphones and
smart-watches, tangibles and interactive surfaces)
and/or underlying technology platform (e.g. Web vs.
native, iOS vs. Android, tangibles vs. wearables). My
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research position on interaction with multi-device
ecologies is that we need to work toward providing
post-desktop interaction developers and designers with
ways to build multi-surface interaction without having
to prematurely commit to technical decisions about the
implementation of computation and communication
across these devices. I believe we can model the
characteristics of utopian1 cross-surface interaction as
well as design an architecture by which running
instances of that model can be built (see sidebar for the
properties under consideration).

Utopian Multi-Surface
Parameters (heavily
influenced by MCRit[15])
• U: the set of users
• M: the set model objects
represented by system
• R: the set of
representations in the
system

These questions along with questions of the how to
make network programming more accessible to postdesktop interaction developers and designers led me to
seek out communication infrastructure that would yield
more flexible, yet performant multi-device systems [4].
I also sought ways to expose this infrastructure through
network transparent APIs. Early iterations of this work
were used in two semesters of a undergraduate course
in interface design and technology [16] and in research
systems involving multi-device, multi-modal interaction
in remote distributed contexts [5]. Insights from these
experiences went into the development of TUIKit, a tool
for developing tangibles with distributed,
heterogeneous components[13].

For remainder of this document I will describe efforts
toward realizing a more utopian multi-surface
interactive world and the problems that motivated that
research. At a high-level, the ideas discussed here
should be applicable to the many subgroups in the ITS
community (tangibles, tabletops, wearables, etc.), but
my research has largely been from the perspective of
toolkits for tangible user interfaces.

• C: the set of controllers
to link models and
representations
Real World Multi-Surface
System Parameters
A concrete multi-surface
interactive system model
would include U,M,C,R plus

From there I worked on trying to generalize the ideas in
TUIKit and examine what properties systems based on
this approach would have. This resulted an architecture
based on a candidate design pattern called the Proxy
Tangible Interactor (PTI). PTI-based applications
consist of collections of objects that act as proxies for
actual resources that provide implementations of the
functionality exposed by the proxies’ APIs. PTI employs
adapters to mediate the proxy-resource bindings by
translating between the generic event and command
messages of interactive system resources and the
schema for data and control of specific resource

Prior Research
Many of my prior research experiences in this space
involved the development of tangible user interfaces
(TUIs or tangibles) in support of science application
users carrying out visual data analysis tasks (see
Figure 1: Visualization Exploration Tangibles). Early
on, any change in the technology (e.g. the hardware
underlying the tangibles, the software that drove the
visualization, the communication infrastructure, etc.)
required significant reengineering and design. These
experiences led me to this line of questioning: What
would it take for a tangibles-driven visualization

• D: the set of
computational domains
systems components
would be deployed
• L: the set of locales
system entities could be
distributed across
• P: the set of real device
platform properties
1
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application to be able to vary in its system
configuration parameters3 without having to change
code that defines the application’s high-level interactive
structure and behavior?

Here we mean utopian as in no place, not necessarily an ideal
place.

3

By configuration we mean the number, type and locality of the
users, computational systems and UI elements.
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implementations. For more details on the design goals
and qualities of the PTI architecture see [14].

interaction devices (see Figure 2: Devices supported
by TUIKit). Plans for future work include:

Related Work

Figure 1: Visualization
Exploration Tangibles
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Using the banner of reality-based interaction to unify
several post-desktop interaction paradigms (e.g.
tangibles, interactive surfaces, etc.), we find several
examples of the toolkits and frameworks that address
the challenges of RBI-based application development
[6]. Klemmer and Landay introduce the tangible
interactor abstraction to hide details of input device
management and enable the developer to focus on the
task of defining what the interaction facilitated through
the device would mean within the target software. Our
framework extends the interactor abstraction for use in
distributed systems. Several frameworks address the
development of the distributed RBI-based systems.
Several use a dataspaces-based approach [1,7,12];
while others user a client-server based approach
[8,9,10,18]. This work is very much inspired by several
ubiquitous computing toolkits [2,17]. These systems
represent innovations that progressively decouple
systems spatially, then temporally and eventually to
some degree, semantically, enabling the spontaneous
integration of interactive system resources in very fluid
manners. We also find several frameworks in the
literature represented concurrent and subsequent
efforts toward support for flexible RBI-based systems.
From Fielding’s work on the network application
architectural styles, we adopt a software engineering
technique to evaluate the existing design and guide
further development of TUIKit [3].

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

To further develop a utopian multi-surface
interaction model along with functional
mappings onto actual devices
To publish specifications to allow others to add
support for their own hardware and software
within this ecosystem
To adopt the TUIO protocol for greater
interoperability with existing tangible and
interactive surfaces systems.
To develop an implementation of TUIO with
support beyond point-to-point communication
patterns for greater flexibility
To develop adapter and proxy interfaces to
integrate more interaction techniques with
emphasis placed on motion-tracking and more
output modalities
To explore the use PTI/TUIKit to implement
other models of multi-surface interaction such
as ROSS or Proxemics [11,18].
To develop support for progressive
enhancement of interaction across surfaces
with varied capability.
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Abstract
This position paper proposes the development of a reality
checklist for multi-device systems in the wild. The checklist
will help researchers evaluate designs, design ideas or design specifications for a system before it is deployed in the
wild.
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In our research community we have a strong interest in understanding how technology can augment our everyday
activities whether at home, at work, in the city, or in the local library. The technological advancement now allows us
to explore systems or applications that span multiple devices both personal devices such as smartphones, tablets
and laptops, and shared devices such as interactive wall or
tabletop displays. We know from the literature that enticing
people to interact with a system in a public or semi-public
setting is challenging. It has been explored and discussed
in work on tabletops [10, 7], public displays and interactive walls [8, 3], media architecture [4], and in combinations
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of public displays and personal devices [5, 9]. In our own
work with building and deploying multi-device systems (e.g.
[11, 13]) we have experienced that the challenges multiply with the complexity of the ecology, particularly when
involving peoples’ personal devices, spatially distributed
devices and/or networked infrastructure. Ironically, while
most of us automatically reach for our smartphone as soon
as there is a break in our busy life, getting us to take our
phone out of the pocket to interact with a system in the wild
is hard and people are reluctant to install applications on
their device(s) on the spot [5]. For instance, Müller & Krüger
[9] describe a system of 20 public advertisement displays
installed in shops in a large German city running over the
course of a year where people could use their phones to
get rebate coupons. Only 37 coupons were redeemed. Another example is the CHI 2013 Interactive Schedule [13].
It was similarly based on a number of large (semi) public
displays showing video previews for upcoming paper sessions. The system allowed for advanced interaction through
the conference smartphone app over the local network. Papers featured on the large displays could be added to users’
personal schedules and it was possible to create custom
playlists for display on the large display. The WiFi at the
conference center was (as always at large conferences) unstable, therefore obstructing the smartphone to public display interaction. No one noticed, as no one got their phone
out of their pockets at the displays. In both cases there can
be many explanations to why so few (or none) interacted
with the system as intended by the designers.
With this position paper we propose the need for analytical tools to help us as researchers to systematically reality
check designs, design specifications or design ideas for
multi-device systems that are to be deployed in the wild, to
catch our blind spots for potential interaction show stoppers
before the system meets actual use.
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Checklists and walkthroughs
Analytical tools in HCI and interaction design serve as
means for evaluating a design or a specification for a design before involving real users. The cognitive walkthrough
[12] is a well-known example. The method forces the analyst to break down and question each step involved in
completing a task with the given user interface, to verify if
a potential user will be able to select an appropriate action
at each step. The cognitive walkthrough takes its starting
point in an engaged user that is motivated to interact with
the system. We are interested in analytical means to assess the situation that precedes and surrounds the actual
interaction with the system. The activity walkthrough [2] is
an extension of the cognitive walkthrough that emphasizes
a contextualization of the use situation. This includes considering the activities the use situation is part of, the users’
previous experiences with similar user interfaces, and previous experience with realizing their activity without the given
user interface. Similarly, the activity checklist [6] is intended
to elucidate the most important contextual factors of a user
interface including a focus on user goals and social and
physical aspects of the environment. We will in the following
present a set of themes that we believe could form the initial
foundation for a reality checklist for multi-device systems.

Outlining a Checklist
In the following we outline a checklists based on a preliminary analysis of our own cases and the related work. The
checklist is based on themes divided into individual focus
areas, which are accompanied by specific questions. A no
to each of these questions should be seen as a red flag
requiring further investigation.
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Physical properties and visibility
Distance

Is the system visible to potential users?
Is the system discernible at the distance users first
encounter it?
Is the users’ view to the system clear of obstructions?

Movement

Does the system align with the way people would move
or sit in a space?
Is the system aligned with the flow and existing layout of
the physical space?

Orientation

Does the system align well with how people orient themselves in the physical space (e.g. opposite of doorways
and openings)?
Does the system utilize how the existing physical layout
directs attention?

Quality

Does the system support the existing functions, configuration and purpose of the physical environment?
(Should it?)

Material
form

Does the system resemble what it is or indicate use
through its form (e.g. interactive table/public display)?
Is it easy to see what is part of the system and what is
not?

Signs
& instructions

Is the system accompanied with symbols or instructions
explaining what it is?
Are there symbols/text indicating connectivity (e.g.
WiFi/Bluetooth) or basic functionalities?

Spatial
distribution

Does the system relate to other physical objects close
by?
Are other artifacts in proximity of the system distinguishable from it (information displays, signs, installations)?

Physical properties and visibility
The first step, which may seem banal, is to ensure that potential users are aware of the system. This entails looking
at the context wherein the potential use will occur: How do
people move and orient themselves in the physical space,
distance, orientation, obstructions etc. (see e.g. [1])? How
is the system is represented in the physical space, the material form, position, signs and spatial relationship? How
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Understanding interaction
Input &
output

Is the interaction understandable (without other people
using the system)?
Is it easy to discern how to interact with the system at
first encounter?
Is it easy to understand the input/output relation?
Does the system tease potential users with animations,
examples, graphics, audio etc.?

Skill & time

Is interacting with the system easy for new-comers?
Is it comprehensive how much time interaction will take?
Does interaction ‘end’?

Reward

Will interacting with the system reward potential users?
Is there a clear outcome?

Social
dynamics

Is interaction with the system aligned with social norms
or existing social interactions?
Is how the system expose or draw attention to users
deliberately thought through?

should potential users might recognise elements of the system and draw on initial familiarity? After all, a display might
just be a display in the crudest sense and input/out devices
might be more or less hidden or the connection between
them might be less obvious.
Understanding interaction
Once potential users have some awareness of the system,
making sense of and identifying how one might interact with
the system is the next step. Understanding how one interacts with a system might prompt actual interaction, understanding what one signs up for and/or participate in is key
part of the decision process leading to initial interaction,
and understanding some of the social dynamics of interacting with a table or pulling out a personal device is equally
important [8, 3].
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Motivation
Goals &
Incentives

Does the goal of using the system align well with potential goals of potential users?
Are there incentives for walking up and using the system?

Investment
& time

Is the required degree of personal investment for interaction acceptable for the users?
Do the users have the time for it?
Do the users want to get their smartphones out of their
pockets for this?

Motivation
The motivation for approaching and initiating interaction is
key in understanding how potential users negotiate whether
they want to try, look and/or continue their activities. Extrinsic and intrinsic motivation both play a role. Systems within
work settings or systems offering essential information offer
extrinsic incentives and other potential users are driven by
intrinsic motivation (playful, curious, fascination with technology etc.). Understanding motivation from a user’s perspective will help reveal shortcomings or just a basic challenge in the design.
Technical obstructions
Lastly, when we have convinced a potential user, they need
to be able to participate and use the system. For systems
that utilise personal devices, some initiation and configuration is often needed, and in systems that relies on user
information (login, profiles etc.) there is some overhead in
setting up or logging into the system. Putting a personal device on an interactive table or logging into a public display
also involves issue of trust and might make potential users
reconsider interaction even when they have their smartphone out of their pockets.

Technical issues
Connection
& Compatibility

Is it quick to connect to the installation?
Is the system compatible will all kinds of user devices?
Is a password or a login required?

Configuration Can users avoid installing anything on their personal
devices?
Can they avoid changing settings?
Is setup simple and consisting only of very few steps?
Trust &
Security

Does the system keep personal data safe?
If interaction is logged, is it for the immediate benefit of
the users?
Can the user remove her profile/history/device from the
system?
Can others access users’ data, if so is this made clear
to the users?

Summing up
The themes and tables presented above outline a very preliminary reality checklist for multi-device systems when deploying these in the wild. We hope this proposal will spark
discussion at the workshop and that the participants will
help us move towards a more complete reality checklist.
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across devices in video-calling. We note the current
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Many opportunities for sharing resources in a
conversation or meeting cannot be planned. As
Suchman [10] noted, even when tasks themselves are
planned, the achievement of those tasks is often a
series of situated actions, the nature and needs of
which change with the dual retrospective-prospective
view that we take of successive actions. Many tasks are
achieved through a combination of prepared resources
which are brought to bear as situationally appropriate,
discovering the need for unexpected resources, and
developing resources within the task itself. Ad hoc
sharing, then, is crucial to task fulfillment.
Despite a long history of research into the needs and
methods of supporting ad hoc shared access to multiple
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information resources across domestic and institutional
video-mediated communication [2,3,5], the dominant
free and commercial systems on the market are still
largely funneled and siloed. Ad hoc-ness is limited or in
some cases impossible.
These limitations are the result of the ‘one username
per device per call’ model that pervades most videocalling architectures. Even simple combinations are
cumbersome. A collocated group will tend to cluster
around a single endpoint, funneling participation into
serial sequences of displays unless everyone locally
joins the call, which is unlikely and unwieldy. Even a
single person at one endpoint cannot expect all their
devices to be aware of one another’s’ presence, state,
and capabilities, let alone make use of those
capabilities in parallel. As such opportunities for
enabling rich conversations (e.g. Figure 1 and Figure 2)
and work (e.g. Figure 3) are lost because the sociotechnical transaction costs of combining the capabilities
of devices is too high.

Figure 2: Domestic combinations: Using additional personal or
shared devices to allow children to play in their own space
while parents converse with grandparents from a laptop.

Figure 3: Work combinations: Using additional personal devices
to be seen and heard while asking questions in an auditorium.

Designing for ad hoc adaptability

Figure 1: Personal combinations: Using a smartphone for audio
and laptop for video in a noisy environment.
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The issues of designing for the kind of ad hoc videocalling scenarios such as those above have been well
articulated, especially in the work of Edwards and
colleagues Speakeasy system [1] and, in the videomediated communication field specifically, Neustaedter
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and colleagues’ Peek-a-Boo system [8]. Any
‘recombinant’ system needs to design for awareness of
opportunities, intelligible system status, accountable
control of status, recoverability and history, flexible and
context aware combinations, feedback, simplicity of use
and learning, and security and privacy.

Figure 4: Pointing a smartphone
at the QR code provided a
seamful way for participants to
understand that one participant
would soon be mirroring.

Figure 5: Local participants could
acquire the QR code in parallel
and then negotiate serial access
to the displayed mirror.

Of these, accountability and intelligibility are the
paramount drivers of designing for ad hoc adaptability.
Accountability, in the ethnomethodological sense, refers
to the way in which social order is achieved in the
moment through treating social reasoning is observable
and reportable in the actions of oneself and others.
System accountability should operate in the same way,
manifested through intelligibility, which is an ongoing
awareness of the state of the system. The actions of
the system and its users are thus holistically subject to
practical moral reasoning. The other design principles
noted above then feed into such reasoning. Further, as
with the ad hoc inclusion of capabilities themselves,
this moral reasoning will often need to be accomplished
on the fly, even if there are pre-established and
persistent policies for certain combinations.
As has been argued for home networking [4], we would
also argue that intelligibility relies on providing users
with access to both simple and detailed depictions of
the connections and policies currently invoked in an ad
hoc system. To a certain extent, then, we disagree with
the ‘it just works’ market trend promoting the value of
invisible, magical, seamless connection. Connections
should certainly be easy to accomplish, but there is
value, too, in visible ‘seamfulness’, such that users are
not confused or surprised by any given connection.
Seamfulness should not be a barrier to action – endless
notifications and requests or convoluted specification of
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all the steps involved in connection – rather it should
provide for expectable experiences.
We have explored some of these issues in a small-scale
study of screen mirroring [9]. Screen mirroring is
limited in many current setups. Access to screen
mirroring tends to be restricted to the person driving
the host computer. Swapping control is cumbersome
and bringing to bear materials from a broader
ecosystem of mobile devices and physical information
surfaces even more so. The work-around of joining the
video-call as an additional participant still involves
social negotiations about taking the (displayed) floor
[7], as generally only one device can mirror its screen
at a time and often the mirroring takes over the
majority of the display.
By adding a secondary window with a QR code that
allowed all users to mirror their mobile screens –
whether they showed material on the device or used
the live camera – we found that mobility allowed users
to contribute to the video call from their place in the
room but also they were able to move around the room
and even beyond. Individual work for preparing
material to be was carried out in parallel to the overall
discussion around the shared display. This enabled a
more fluid interleaving of individual, subgroup, and full
group sharing activities.
Most importantly, in terms of accountability and
intelligibility, we found that participants sometimes
negotiated among themselves as to who would take the
floor. This could be just-in-time or organized serially
(bidding for a place such as ‘you go first and then I’ll
go’). Further, since acquiring the QR code on the
camera was often a visible action requiring a clear
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pointing of the smartphone at the shared display,
negotiations about upcoming likely sharing needs could
be initiated by the same attention to embodied actions
that we use to understand gestural onset [6]. However,
this useful seamfulness worked best for local users.
Remote users’ bids for mirroring would sometimes be
missed unless local users were watching the screen as
the remote user acquired the QR code (Figure 6).
Seamfulness, then, must be carefully designed take
advantage of local conditions while also recognizing the
asymmetry of remote access.
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taking: pointing and the emergence of possible next

The increasing capabilities of web applications, web
media stream standards such as ORTC, and IoT
connection standards such as AllJoyn hold promise for
the end of host-centric architectures and a bright future
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hoc adaptability of video-mediated communication
systems. The design of such complex systems will need
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balance simplicity with seamfulness.
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Abstract
Many applications and online services on our mobile
phones notify us about messages, emails, or status
updates. These notifications can be disruptive. People
currently use multiple mobile and wearable devices that
can run the same application or service simultaneously.
This aggravates the issue of disruptive notifications. For
example, a new email notification can trigger vibrations or
sounds on a tablet, laptop, smartphone and smartwatch at
the same time. Additionally, notifications can be sent
from one device to another (e.g., an internet-connected
thermostat that notifies a user on their smartphone). In
this position paper, we discuss the key challenge of
handling and managing multi-device notifications. We
outline open issues in addressing this problem and discuss
opportunities for future work.
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Introduction
People currently tend to own and use multiple personal
devices, including smartphones, tablets, laptops, wearables
and IoTs. While the perpetual availability of information
through these devices and increased connectivity is
generally considered to be beneficial, people also get
interrupted through constant notifications on their
devices. One critical problem reported by early adopters of
smartwatches is being constantly interrupted by
notifications. Despite this, early adopters also report the
ability to unobtrusively receive information in social
situations as an advantage of wearing a smartwatch [5].
Another study found that some smartwatch compulsively
check their watches and even check their bare wrists when
they were not wearing their devices [2]. Some reported
regularly feeling a phantom buzz, notifying them of an
imagined incoming message.
Figure 1: Mark is chatting with
Susan via an instant messaging
application. When Susan replies,
he receives multiple notifications
on his smartwatch, laptop and
smartphone (sketch by Lindsay
MacDonald).

Another issue is that our personal devices tend not to be
aware of each other. Notifications often trigger vibrations
or sounds on all of our devices at the same time. In
Figure 1, Mark is discussing a problem with his colleague
Susan via an instant messaging application on his laptop.
Mark has the same instant messaging application installed
on both his smartwatch and smartphone. When Susan
replies to Mark’s message, notifications arrive on all three
devices to alert Mark for Susan’s incoming message.
This demonstrates the need for more intelligent
multi-device interruption management. If applications are
aware of a user’s different devices, they could determine
the best device to use to alert the user. In this case, the
notification could just have appeared on Mark’s laptop. If
Mark was walking around the office to get a coffee,
however, the notification could have been delivered to his
smartwatch instead.
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In order to achieve this kind of flexibility, an intelligent
notification approach should not only infer the user’s
receptivity to notifications in a particular context, but also
learn how the user interacts with notifications on each of
their devices in that context. In other words, multi-device
applications should consider when and whether to deliver
a notification and additionally where (i.e., on which
device) this notification should be delivered. Multi-device
interruption management can benefit applications that
trigger push notifications by reducing interruptions from
multiple simultaneous notifications.

Related Work
Previous studies have found that initiating interactions at
inopportune moments can cause interruptions [10]. These
interruptions can adversely affect task completion
time [6], error rate [4], and can influence people’s affective
state [3]. Additionally, people may feel anxious about
missing out when they cannot check their devices for
incoming notifications [11, 9]. Studies suggest that some
people tend to receive hundreds of notifications per
day [8].
Researchers have proposed different mechanisms for
managing interruptibility. Adamczyk and Bailey [1]
propose a method to predict interruption timings based on
a user’s cognitive load during the task execution. the
location, time of day, activity) to infer opportune
moments to deliver notifications. Mehrotra et al. [8] show
that machine learning classifiers lead to a more accurate
prediction of a user’s interruptibility when trained with
both the content of a notification and the user’s context.
On the other hand, PrefMiner [7] proposes a novel
interruptibility management solution that learns users’
preferences for receiving notifications based on automatic
extraction of rules by mining their interaction with mobile
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phones. However, all of these studies focus on
interruptions caused by a single device and do not
consider multi-device interruptions.

Challenges
In this section, we discuss a number of research challenges
for multi-device interruption management.
Deciding Where to Interrupt?
An important question for intelligent multi-device
notification management is to decide where, when,
whether and how to interrupt the user. A naı̈ve approach
would be to detect when people are actively using one of
their devices (e.g., by monitoring input events) and direct
all notifications only to that particular device. However,
there are other aspects that are important to consider in
determining the most suitable device to use. For example,
some devices can be more suitable to use in a certain
context than others (e.g., while driving).
Inferring Engagement with a Device
Different techniques can be used to determine whether
people are actively using their device. Input events can be
monitored to infer how actively engaged the user is with a
device (e.g., key presses on a laptop).
Smartphones and smartwatches tend to turn off their
displays after a certain period of inactivity to optimise
battery usage. The status of the display (on or off) can
be tracked and used as a simple measure of engagement.
Gaze tracking can be an rich, albeit more complex and
resource-intensive, way of measuring engagement by
tracking whether the user is actually looking at the device.
Some Android smartphones already feature built-in gaze
trackers. One application of gaze tracking is to verify that
users have seen a certain notification without requiring
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them to interact with it first (e.g., clicking on an email to
mark it as unread).
Predicting Which Device Notifications Will Be Handled On
Daily use of personal devices together with the increasing
popularity of wearables and the presence of connected
embedded sensors in many artefacts and the fabric of
cities themselves (i.e., the “Internet of Things”) allows us
to extract and model some inherent patterns of human
behaviour. More specifically, user behaviour in specific
sensed contexts observed over a period of time can be
used to build predictive models. In order to predict the
device on which the user will handle a notification in a
given context, an application could learn the patterns of
the user’s receptivity to information on different devices in
different situations.
Context prediction has been investigated in the past for
forecasting future locations of users [13], communication
patterns [12], interruptibility [8] and preferences [7].
Similar techniques can be used to construct a machine
learning model that learns the patterns of the user’s
interaction with notifications on different devices in
different contexts. The model would gradually start
making sensible predictions about the device on which the
user will handle a certain notification in the current
context. A key challenge is to be able to train the system
over multiple devices. Certain devices might be used
rarely by a user in a certain context and this can make the
learning task very challenging. There is a fundamental
problem related to bootstrapping the learning
components. A possible approach is to adopt models
extracted over multiple users and refine these, for
example, using Bayesian approaches.
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Privacy and Shared Devices
People might be using devices that can be seen by others
(e.g., notifications appearing while giving a presentation).
In order to maintain privacy, personal notifications might
have to be suppressed on a particular device, even though
it is the active one. Additionally, some devices such as
tablets might be shared between family members.
Providing User Control
Another important challenge is providing a balance
between automatic notification routing and end-user
control over the dispatch of notifications to certain
devices in a particular context. There are limitations to
what can be correctly sensed, which means notification
routing algorithms will inevitably make inappropriate
judgements. Users could configure rules to route certain
types of notifications to certain devices, or the application
could defer to the user’s judgement when it cannot infer
which device is the most appropriate. An important
consideration is that asking the user where to deliver
notifications can again cause interruptions.

Conclusion
Cross-device interaction enables people to use different
devices together and have access to information and
complete tasks on several devices. A key challenge in this
is interruption overload. All these devices and applications
are constantly competing for the user’s attention, with
several devices that buzz or beep at the same time. In this
paper, we have discussed opportunities and challenges for
intelligent multi-device notifications. In order to address
the issue of multi-device interruptions, applications should
be able infer the user’s engagement with different devices
and learn the patterns of the user’s receptivity to
information on different devices in different contexts. A
key issue in designing multi-device notification
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management is training the machine learning components,
given the fact that particular interactions with certain
types of notifications may rarely occur.
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